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Abstract

The presence of seawater in a sea outfall can r~uce the effluent disch3r~c from

a land-based treatment plant or domestic and industrial areas. In the lonRtcrm. it can

dam aRC the sea outfall. To avoid the presence of seawater and to anticipate a \l3ryiolo:

effluent discharge. a minimum emucor discharge is needed to purge the outfall system.

The objective of this study was to invcstip;atc various ways of tlCl.:rcasinp; the

minimum effluent discharge needed to purge a sea outfall. The effect of port site and ;m

increase in mixing between saltwater and effluent arc considered in this study. In tests

on the effect of parl size, three different types of tests were undcrt3kcn. There induded

risers without caps, risers with caps haYing onc port of diameter 2.54 em (one inch), :lod

risers with caps having twO portS of diametcr 2.54 cm (onc inch). Attcmpts wcre made

to increase mixing in the vertical risers using small water jets located below the risers,

waler jets located upstream of the risers, air jets located below the risers and a barrier

located at the top of tunnel upstream the risers.

The maximum reduction in the purging discharge was obtained using water jets

(1.00 IImin) located below all risers. The purging discharge using these jets was only 48%

of that without water jets. This is a signifkant reduction.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Sea outfalls for delivery of e£8.uent& to ocean

Sea outfalls are constructed to deliver effluents from land-based treatment or

domestic/industrial areas directly to the oce.'\n. The effluents mix with ambient sea water

neaT the outlet point (initial dilution) and rise to the ocean surface. Besides that, the

effluents sp~ad away !'rom the discharge point and experience secondary' dilution. The

effectiveness of the sea outfall primarily depends on the degree of the initial effluent

dilution between the outfall dUfuH:r and the ocean surface.

The simplest sea outfall cot\$ilu of a long pipe with a circular noule at the end

of the pipe. This may be II~ for Vtty small discharges. For large discharges, the effluent

nows through a sea outfall which has a rnultiport diffuser attached to increase the initial

dilution. The multipart diffuser consists of a series of ports located along the pipe (Figurt

1.1).



Figure 1,1. Schematic diagram of sea outfall

Due to increasing effluent discharges from. large cities, the need to minimize

rnaintenancealong the foreshoK, and improvements in tunnel technology, effluents may

also be discharged through a tunnel and released into the ocean through a series of

vertical shafu or Ners, At the head of the risers are attached diffusers to minim.i.ze the

initial dilution. The tunnel outfall is bd;tef suited to large discharges than a pipe outfall.

An example is the Boston Wastewater Outfall at Boston. USA.

The Boston wastewater outfall is designed to discharge effluents (hom a peak

design flow of 56 mIls to a minbnUDl of 14 mJ/s) from Massachusetts Water Resources

Authority (MWRA)'s Secondary Treatment Plant on Deer Island into Massachusetts

Bay. This OUtfall has an internal diameter of 7.3 m and a length of 14,000 m to the

diffuser zone with a 1:2.000 upward slope. It terminates in a 2,000 m diffuser consisting

of80 risers, 76 an in diameter. each with dght radial ports with conlcal nomes attached.

The pan: diameter is 13 em. The risers are about 76 m long from the tunnel to the

seabed ("Secondary" 1988). Based on a study of dilution, the number of risen was



changed from 80 to 55 (Robens, 1993).

For many years, s~a outfalls have not acted according to their design expectation.

Bennet (1981), Munro D. (1981). and Charlton (l982a) have all indicated that a

reduction of the effluent dls.charR~ through the diffuser permits the Intrusion of seawater

into the outfall. To solve this problem, many studies have been done in the labor3tory

to determine the process of saline intrusion (Charlton 1982b, Davis. tt al. 1988, and

Wilkinson 1985) and to find how to purp;e the saline intrusion from the tlutfall

(Wilkinson 1984, Charlton, tt al. 1987, Burrows, et aI. 1991, and Wilkinson and Nlnlm

1992, Adams, et Ill. 1994). Charlton (l985a) hns described a variety of ways to prevent

sea water intrusion.

1.2. Sea outfalls for Indonesia

Indonesia consins of m::P.ny islands and most of the capital cities ohhe province

are located near the sea (see Fip;ure 1.2). The p;rawth of cities correlates to an increase

in Ihe disposal of industrial and/or domestic effluent5 which need a simple treatment

process to purify the effluents. Th~ limitation and the high costs of the la.nd area,

together with the high casu of conventional land based treatment building and

maintenance. SUAAests that the Rovernment should perhaps choose an alternative

The sea outfali is a most appropriate choice. The land area requirement of a flea

outfall is relatively small. It uquires less capital expenditure in construction, less cost in



maintenance, and less operator attention (Sharp, 1990). Besides that it has a lower capital

coSt and causes less damage to the environment (Allen and Sharp, 1987). Especially (or

Indonesia as a developing country, the limitation on the availability of highly skilled

labour and Ananci..! resources indicates the choice of a waste water treatment which

require.~ low technoloRy,low cost, and intensive labour.

1.3. Objective of this study

The primary objective of this study was to investi!,:ate some different ways of

reducing th~ magnitude of the flow needed to purge a sea outfall. Saline wedge profiles,

condition of flow in the risers, and purging discharges, are compared for a variety of

conditions. These included studies of risers with and without caps (one port :md twO

ports with each diameter 2.54 em (one inch), studies of jets located under the risers and

located upstream of the risers, air bubbles discharged under the risers, and a barrier

constructed across the top o( the tunnel and located upstream of the risets. The study

wa.~ ('xperimentally nri('nted in which saline wedRe prollies were measured at different

dischar.ltt."S in order to determine the effect of the various chanRcs made to the system.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1. Jet, plume, and buoyant jet

2.t.l.General

Different terms arc used to describe the discharge of a fluid through an orifice or

a circular ncule into ;l large body of the same or different fluid. The use of different

tmns depends on momentum and buoyancy effects. Given the same density between the

two fluids. the momentum effects bewme very imponant and this is termed a jet. The

trajectory of the jet is a straight line. A plume is the tenn (or flow that results from an

initial difference in density but with no initial momentum. The flow is then influenced

only by buoyancy effects. If there afC differences in densities and initial momentum is

also present in the Bow, the flow is called a buoyant jet.



A jet occurs when a fluid is dischuged into n large body of fluid with the same

density, such as a fTeshwater effluent discharged into a freshwater lake. The trajectory

of the flow is a straight line and the jet mixes strongly with the surrounding Ruid

creating turbulence:, ca~ng the jet t~ grow thider.

Albenson, l!t aI. (1950) proposed the flowpattem shown in Figure 2.1. This figure

shows the wne of establishment and the wne of estabUshed Row. The rone of Row

establishment (ZPE) is the region less than six times the diameter of the jet. In thil

region, the: ce:nterline velocity is constant and is the same as the velocity at the Doule

U•. The region more than six jet diameters downstream is termed the wne of csrablished

u _

ZONE OF
ESTABLISHEO

FLOW

Figure 2.1. Zone of flow estabUshment (ZFE) and wne ofestablished flow (lEf)(Albenson
et ai" 1950)



flow (lEF). The time-averaged jet velocity distribution U. at a coordinate transverse r to

the jet axis can be written by a function in the form

wh""

V.... velocity of jet centerline

(2.1)

b. "" valueofr at which V. reduces to some~ed fraction ofU",IO.S or 0.37 (= eol
,)

I '" a Gaussian function.

Fischer et al. (1979) analyzed velocity and concentration un the axis of the jet by

using the concepts of characteristic length. The characteristic length scale for the Jet 10

in terms of the initial volume flux Q and momentum flux M is given by the following

equation:

where

Q '" initial volume flux of jet • umd1/4

M 0" initial specific momentum flux of jet '" wl1uf!/4

d '" diameter of jet

w .. time-averaged jet velocity

A .. initial cross sectional area of jet

(2.2)



The charaaeri5tic length scale for a round jet with diameter d, 19 .. -hi.. d and

for a planar jet is the slot width.

The centerline velocity and the centerline tracer concentranon of jet' can be

estimated by using the following equation (Wood. tt .u. 1993):

R - K~ (~J"(.!.J-'
U. 4 d,

",d

.E. -K,,(.!J"(.!.J-·
C. • eI,

wh""

U = centerline velocity of jet at a distance t from port

U. • port velocity of jet

C .. centerUne concennation of jet at a distance :z from pon

c. .. port concentration of jet

t - distance of jet from port

b .. radius of jet

d, .. pon diameter of jet

(2.31

(2.41

(2.51



1(,., ~, K,. =coefficient that can be determined experimentally as 7.57. 0.11 and 6.06
(Papanicolaou, 1984)

The inverse of the equation (2.4) is the centerline dilution (5 "" C./C).

2.1.3. RUDIe

When a fluid is discharged into another fluid through an orifice with a density

difference but without initial momentum, it is termed a buoyant plume. Ascher et aI.

(1979) analyud the velocity on the plume axis. The time.averaged vertical velocity on

the axis of the plume w'" must be a function of the buoyancy flux B, the distance from

the orifice t, and the viscosity of the fluid I). This is illustrated in the following equation:

(Z.61

where

B c: initial spedf1c buoyancy flux c: Q(ApIpJg

lip - difference densities berween the receiving fluid and the Auld in jet "" P1. • PJ

PI "".density of fluid being discharged

PJ .. densityofrece:iving fluid

I - gravitational acceleration

Q ... Initial volume £lux of jet

t - canesian coordinate direction distance along jet axis

I) ". viscOlrity of fluid.

10



According to dimensional analysis with four variables, there are two

dimensionless groups as:

(')'" (B"""')w.. B -/-.-
(2.ll

The right term is a fonn of Reynolds numbet. Ht. tin/Bin, the flow is fully turbulent

and there is no effect of viscosity, hence the left term is constant and Equation (2,n

becomes:

(l.8)

Rouse tt aI. (1952) found that bl '" 4.7.

The time·averag~ maximum trac~ concentration C.. can be estimated by using

the following equation:

(i')' (B~:"')
where

bi '" empirical constant'" 9.1 (Chen and Radi. 1976)

Y .. rate of supply of tracer mass to a jet

11
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The centerline velocity :md the buoyancy f'orce of the plume can be estimated

by using the following equation (Wood. et al. 1993):

v (or ;ott' (1.10)-"'lC - Fr -U
o

,. 4 0 d,

.nd

- (r '1 f'-.!- - K" ~ Fro ..!. (1.11)
tAo .. d,

ond

~ -IC... (l.ll)

where

U z centerline velocity of plume at a distance :t from. port

U. "" pon: velocity of plume

<Ii IZ buoyancy force of plume at a distance :t from pon

4. 0= buoyancy force of plume at port

Fr... densimetric Froude number at origin (U.I<4d~o.')

:t • distance of plume from port

b co radius of plume

d, - pon diameter of plume

K,.. 1<,.. K,.., - coefficient of plume that can be determined experimentally as 3.85, 0.105

and ILl {Papanicolaou, 19M~

The inverse of the equation (2.11) is the centerline dUurion (S =4/.d>.

12



A buoyant jet is a jet whose density initially differs from the density of the

receiving seawau~. The effluent flows through a submerged sea outfall into the re«:iving

seawater and is influenced by ~he initial momentum and buoyancy effects. The mixed

effluent may reach a density equal to that of the receiving seawater at some intennediate

depth.

Zol.4.1. Horiwntal buoyant jet

Abraham (1963. 1965) studied the buoyant jet phenomena by assuming that the

distribution of velocity of a buoyant jet was gaussian (figure 2.2). The distribution of

velocity and mcer concentration at any cross section of the jet were presented as:

a.ll)

.nd

a.l1)

U. : centerUne velocity of jet

U. : velocity at a distance r from centerline of jet

C. - centerline concentration of jet

13



C, = concentration at a distance r from centerUne of jet

r "" radial distance measuud from center!i;le of jet

J = axial distance of plane hom noule

k '"' dimensionless coefficient = • 304(D/:n:}' + 228<jJht)2 + 77

JI. c dimensionless coefficient -= O.96(fJ1:n:}' • O.72(fJ1:n:») + 0.80

jJ;: angle that jet axis mues with horizontal axis at any distance's' along jet axis.

y

~
-r:e::~~I--'-------l(

o

Figure 2.2. Cross sectional profile of a buoyant jet (Abraham. 1963)
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Fan and Brooks (1966) proposed a similar solution by assuming that the rate of

entrainment was related to the local characteristic V'Ciocity U. and the local characteristic

radius of the jet or plume b. This apptoach was used by Morton et aI. (l956) and ltd to

the following equation:

~ • 1;<wu,b'J • 2••W.

where a is a dimensionless constant of proportlc;mality.

(2.15)

The velocity and concentration distribution were shown In a slightly different

form from that of Abraham'. equations (Equations 2.13 and 2.14) as:

~.,-{Ift'l (2.16)
U.

and

C. ~ (2.17)c; . t

A = dimensionless spuad ratio

b D: half width of jet.

The rate of volume flux (Equation 2.15) formed the basis for developing four

ordinary differential equations. namely Continuity, Momentum, Buoyancy flux and the

geomerry of the jet. The main adwntage of the entrainment equation over Abraham',

15



approach is that it ill flexible and can be used (or a variety of problems involving

buoyant jets and plumes in a stratified environment. The plume width and distance '.s'

1ft not required to be spedfled in advance but can be derived from equations o( motion

and continuity.

Fischer tt al.(l979) used dimrnsional analysis to det~e the velocity on the

centerUne of the jet. The basic variables involved in a vertical buoyant jet within

l5tagnant receiving water can be expressed as:

#(Q,M,B,zl ·0

where

Q z: initial volume 6ux o( jd: - unr,d2104. rVIll

M '" initial specific momentum flwe of jet .. wf7ClP/i. [L4fTl]

8 - inirial.specillc buoyancy flux of jet '" r(JJpIpJQ, [Vrr))

t - Cart~ coordinate direction distance along jet axis, [l).

The non dimensional equation can be obtained as:

J""\B"'Z)_ 0
i Q ,,"'

(2.18)

(2.19)

The fimparamete:r of Equation (2.19) ehowsthe initial momentum and volume

flux which is important in the jet analysia. The eecond parameter is influenced by the

16



initial buoyancy and momentum. Any flow variable can be written as a function of these

two variables, ie.

a.20)

Following the limiting conditions where flow na3 initial momentum M and initial

buoyancy B. but no initial volume flux. Q. the solution of w. ror a round jet can be

obtained from the (ollowing equation:

.W'" (B"'<)w. BlfJ. -/ M'"
a.21)

By devdopingequation (2.21), Fisher~t al. (1979)dtrived the (allowing equation:

'" M'" • elM"}
"BII2 'B~

.nd

M"/or J;C:-

B'"
(2.22)

where Cl and CJ are empirical constants.

11

(2.2l)



If the bUoYant jet is jedike or plumelike, it is possible to compute the ratio of ~

to IN, where ' M .. MJli/BV1. For t. ' M, the Row is Uke a plume and for t .. IN the flow

is lUte a jet. Comparing t and lo""QIMII2, it t. ~, the flow is a fully developed jet and

ift - othen the flow is st:i.J1 controUed by the jet mt geometry. The ratio oflcJ to IN is

termed the jet Richardson number R.:

(2.24)

MoTton, Taylor and Turner (MoTton el aI., 1956) studied buoyant plumes by

assuming that the entrainment at any cross section is related to some basic charaaeristic

velocity at that &«rioo, that rhe profiles of velocity and buoyancy across the plume are

similar at di£f~nt heights. and that the variations of local density are small rdative to

the density of the ambient fluid at the 5Ource.

Morton et 121. (1956) defimd the {low parameters used to analyze the buoyant

plume as shown in Figure 2.3. Aasuming that velocity and buoyancy force across the

plume are constant, three equations were derived. The equations are given below:

• By wri.ng the principle of vohlme conservation

(2.25)

18



• By using the principle of mass conservation

• By using the principle of density difference conservation

!.(.b'J.(P.-P)) • Z.boN(p.-p)

b '" radius of plume

u '" vdodty in vertical direction.

p '" density of plume

p~ '" density of ambient fluid outside plume

P• .. initial ,density of plume

(2.26)

(2.21)

a = constant rdating to inflow velocity itt edge of plume to vertical velocity inside

plume.

Rearranging the above equations, the equations of velocity and concentration

along the axis of the jet ClIR be derived as:

and

19
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,(P.-p) • ~ ('!'.Q)"'._..
p 6« 10

where

Q = initial discharge of jet

g c gravitational acceleration

0.29)

At section x-x:

U(x,,.) "" It = veniciU velocity

b(x) ... b c radius of plwne

p(x,,.) "" p '" density of plume

P. '" density of ambient fluid
outSide plume

P. "" initial density of plume

= constant [dating vertical
velocity inside plume

Figure 23. Parametm of flow involved in thCot'etical analysis of buoyant plume (Morton l!t aI.,
1956)
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Comparing the above solution with experimental resulu and also the~u given by

Schmidt (1941) and RoU!e tt a.l. (1952) gave the value of a - 0.093 and the gaussian profile of

vertical velocity and concentration as

where

" .. vdocity of jet at a point r from axis and a distance :t from outlet

c • concentration of jet at a point r from axis and a distance l' &om ourle:

". - velocity o( je: on axis at distan«: :t from oudet

c. - concentration o( jrt on axis at distance % from outlet

(2.30)

(2.31)

Abraham (1963) analyzed the diffusion of a jet In a liquid which had a greater dcruity

and suggested that the factor :t in the above equations (or a finite initial diameter d Ind

velocity lot. should be changed to be (1'+2d). He denned the value of Q as

Q - ~'" (P.-p)
4 • P.

2'

(2.32)



The demimetric Froude number F.. is given by

Equation (2.30) and (2.31) were then modified as:

,nd

where

u•• initial mocicy of jet

c•• initial concentration of jet

2.2. Dilution

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

Wastewater diluent flOWl through a lea outf211 into the sea in two different phases

namely initial buoyant rile and secondary buoyant spreading at the surface. Initial dilution

occurs as the eRluent combines with the seawater near the outlet point or nonle of the jet.

Secondary dilution occun: as the effluent moves away from the mixing zone and then mixes

with the seawater at &OO"lt Intamediate depth or at the sea surface.

22



2.2.1. Initial dilution

The first expcnments on buoyant jetS were carried out by Rawn and Palmer (1930) who

investigated buoyant jets in Los Angeles harbour. Dye samples were taken at the boil of the

itt and the dilution was measured. Empirical formula were obtained from these experiments

which later proved to be not particularly useful. Rawn, Bowerman and Brooks (1960) teanalylied

the Rawn and Palmer data to ~te the densimetrlc Froude number F.<I' the Reynolds

number R" and the relative depth Y.ld. They developed the following equation by usinil

partial analysis:

(2.36)

where

S• .. dilurion of jet fluid defined as rario of itt fluid concentration at any point to jet fluid

concentration at discharge point

F~ "" dc:nsimmic noude number

R, "" Reynolds number

Y. = depth of nonle below seawater surface

d "" initial diameter o(jet

Rawn, Bowerman and Brooks (1960) found that the Reynolds number had no significant

efftct when it was greater than 5000. This suggests that the flow is fully turbulent and has no

appreciable effect on the initial dilution S•. Hence. Equation (2.36) was modified to:

23



The initial dilution by Rawn, Bowerman and Brooks (1960) is shown in Figure 2.4.

··
~:~!! :~
t IS V
~ » s •

~ :~

~"_"IIg ~

"
"·1 I!I '0 IJ XlI)~

DENSllo4tTRiC fROUOE No. CF.)

Figure 2.4.lniriaJ dilution after Rawn, Bowerman and Brooks (1960)
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Cederwall (1963) measured the; dilution at the ce;ntedine; of the let from the mixing of

salt water and frcshwater. He; found that maximum conce;ntrations occur along the; axis of the;

jet. Accordins to this condwion, Rawn tl aI. (1960) showed that the dilution at large

denrimetric Frouden~ predicted was greater than the measured minimum dilution at

centerline.

Frankel and Cumming (1965) conducted some experiments and found th~t the

concentration distribution aaass the jet W2B approximately Gaus&ian, tbat the horhantal jet

was the most efficient, and that the vertical jet was least efficient. They concluded that the

effective depth to diameter ratio is ItsS than the avail~blesurface depth to diameter ratio which

suggests that the centerline dilution of the plume can be estimated soldy as a function of the

depth of nozzle below the surface. The effective mixing depth was found to be two thirds of the

available depth.

Sharp (1968) discussed Abraham', predicted dilutions and those of R~wn and Palmer

(1930) and noted that the values of dUurion ~t lower densimetric Froude number were liimilar.

but at the large valucs, Abraham's dlIutiolU were lower than Rawn and Palmer's, He concluded

that this might have been due to still water conditions for Abraham whereas thcse may h~ve

been llOrne rurbulence in the field study ofRawn and Palmer. The approach followed by Rawn

and Palmer was difficult beca~ it was not easy to take samples at the point where minimum

dilution was located..

Cederwall (1968) estimated the initial dUution for a hori:ontal buoyant jet and

developed an empirical formula:
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/Or TId < o.s
F,

(2.38)

S. - O.54F f0.3s(Tldl • Q.li6rfw TId> o.s (2.39)
, F. FI.

Usah (1970) developed a generalised chart by combining the resulu of various worken.

The chan can be S~ in Figure 2.5. He cor-"':Ied that surface dilutions estimated by

theoretical solutions were higher tha.l experimental «suitt.

Currentt can cause the Increase of dilution in the receiving seawater. Agg and Wakeford

(1972) devdoped an ec:jlUltton for minimum centerline dilution using linear regression of the

data coIl«ted ar: five marine out&lls around the caasc of England. Th~ assumed the

dimiburion of the avoerase dilUtiON to be Gauuian (average dilution a:I.7 x minimum

dilution). The rtSulting equation was given as:

s. ,V'l-- -7.52 -
S. V.

26
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where

S.. :: minimum centerline dilution at surface

S. C Sl:ill water dilution under identical conditions of depth and density difference

U. "" velocity of ambient C\lITent

U. :::: velocity of jet at outfall

0'r-~+--+-++t--+--+---r-r--r---r---j

I I
OIO;;'-";';''---'ot.;-;;O'''-'o,';;O:-~'---7-,H.l-;';;IO--'f.o'--.:!o

.:a-/,&

Figure 2.5. Generalised chan of various worlr.m for surface dilution of a buoyant jet (U;;('th.
1970)

Bennett (1981. 1983) developed an empirical equation for the ratio of moving waler to

still water dilution and wed Cederwall's equation. H~ obtained a correction factor (CF ::

S./SJ in terms of ambient current velocity U., jet velocity V•• and depth below surface Y.:

27



(l.ll)

He also obtained the measuu:d moving water dilution using linear regression dinaly ~

a funalon of U.. Yo> and U. or di.lcharge Q. This gave the following equation:

s. ss1u:"')yuu. .... .
U.

Bennet tecommmded this equation to be suitable for practical design Pllrp05eS.

(2.12)

Sharp and Moore (1987) also <kvel~ a new equation wing the complete data base,

comprising both leU of data. namdy Au and Walteford', and Bc:nnctt'i. The eqUluion is

s • s + t..,(!!!rsu>• • _·t U. •

where

S. - moving water dilution

S. - still water dilution

U•• current velocitY

U. - velocity of let

Y. - depth of r«tiving wIter below the .UJface

28
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Lee and Neville-Jones (1981) predicted the initial dilution ofbuoyant ~agedischarse

i~ moving water by asNminll that the buoyant ~age discharge iJ a BOUtte of mass (volume),

momentum, and buoyancy. The following equations are given for the buoyancy dominated

near field. (BONF) and far field (BDFF) as

SIPH3(3 "'- HU: < 5
S,-C'-Q- ,~ B

and

BDFF,

where

S.. "" minimum surface dilution

C1 "" dUution coNtl1nu for BONF

C1 "" dilution constant for BOFF

H "" depth of;c:t: discharge below surface

U. E velocity of ambient cunent

Q .. volume flux of jet discharge"" U.,uP/4

V. '" veloc:ityofjet

29
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d ._ofi«

B • dioch"", .,..;fi< bu",,",", Aw< • Q("PIP)e

"". bUtiaI d<n.ity difIer=. (P.-p)

P• • density of jet diKharae

P. c deruriry of ambient flow

The value of Cl .. OJI and CJ - 0.32 lor the mean value of the minimum initial

dilution.

L~ ;nd Cheung (1991) showed that jet: behaviour for the di5charges which are

dominated by buoyancy is governed by thl! dimffiSionleu dtpth HW/B, where H is the dtpth

of the jet discharge below the .utface, Bis the discharge buoyancy flux and U.. is the veJodty

of ambient C\llTent. Both the width of Jet and dilution lnaease sulwtantially even in weal:

• E&aof-.a

Beside the cunmt of IePttO'. waves a1.so may awe the increase ofdilution. The effect

of ways depend on the type ri the wave.

Shuto and 11 (1974) de\tioped empirical equations based on their experiment5 with

small Jas diKbaraed under standing "'ami in a O.S rn wide wave channel. The surface dUution

(SJ can be estimated by the following equation:
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.h.,.
F.. _ densimmic Froude number '" U/(gd)v.I

H., • wave height

Ii 0: diameterof;et:

Y•• depth of discharge

V. = vdodty of jet

r • gravitational acceleratlon

a,. • entrainment coeffident d~nd primarily on wave condition

n.46)

The centerline dilution at the point measurement, Je. can be calcu1attd by the following

equuion as a linear fUnction of the horizontal co-ordinue, s :

S•• 1.15(1 + 2.24.~~)

where a..... is II coeffident dcpenda on the wave and jet velocities.

Sharp (1986) did qualitative Dperimentl and indicated that the jet structure under

.hallow waves \Vat; different from deep Wives. The jet under shallow water waves broke into twO

dlsrinct clouds of dfluent. Jets In deep water waves were not significantly different from those

In Iti11 water. So. a lingle theory cannot be wed (or all wave types.
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According to Fischer's worle (Fischer tt at, 1979), Chin (1987) idcnrifim the. relevant

length scales and got the. foUowing equation:

s. ,U-J--1+6.1 -
s U•.

S.. '" average surface dUution with waves

S - average surface. dilution without waves

V. '" velocity of jet

v.... '.:" mllXimum horirontal wave-induced velocity at di!lCharge poif\t

I - gravitational acceleration

T.... wave period

H.. - wne.he.ight

L•• wave length

Y•• depth of discharge bdow surface

(2.48)

Following discharge. at depth, the effluent mixes with the rl:(;oving seawater and rises

to the lea IWface or to a pos,ition of vertical nabUity below the ,wee. The. mixture of dfluent

and .,~awat,:r then moves horizontally due to local current systems and spreads due to buoyant

and difiuive mechanisms. The. secondary dilution involves both an adve.ctive component

(which is the. process of transport) and a diffusive component (which is the process of mixing)
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In distribution process.

Adolph Fick (1855), a German physiologist, proposed a law popularly Itnown as Ficlt',

law.n~ law states that the lOiute mass Aux. 4, which is the mass of soluteaossing. unit area

per unit time in a given direction, correlates with the gradient of solute: concentration dirKtly.

This can be written in a on~imensiona1 diffusion process as:

(2.49)

where

D • coefficient of proportionalitY or diffusion coefficient

C = diffusing solute concentration mass

H • solute mass flux move from high to low concentrations

In three: di."t'tensions, Fide'i law can be expressed as:

(2.501

where q is the vector of mass flux with components (q., q" q) in a Cartesian coordinate

sYStem.

The equation for conservation of mass in one dimension is

~ +~-O (2.51)

The relationship of the flux q(.x,d and concentration C(.x.t) is shown in the equation (2.51).
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The spreading of mass in a fluid with no velocity in Cartesian coordinatO'i is defined by

the following equation:

The total rate of mass transport is the advective plus diffusive flux:

f"UC'(-D~)

Equation (2.53) can be substituted in equation (2.51), to yield

(2.51)

(1.5l)

(2.54)

The equation oC adveerive diffulion in Cartmau coordinatO'i can then be wrinen as

U = velocity at :r direction

v = vdocity at , direction

tv .. velocity at t direction

This equation is simply called the Radvective diffusion equationR due to the common

feature oC environmental problems for advection.
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The advt.erlve diffusion equation can be simplil1ed by assuming that there is only I rnean

~~ty V in the x dirKtion and that the diffusion coefficient D is the same in all directions,

So, the diffusion equation can be written as

12.56)

By analogy, the equation of diffusion in a three-dimensional system in turbulent flow

is given as:

C = mass concentration of diffusing 50Iute

e., e,_ and t, .. turbulent diffusion coefficients in .t, y, and t directions.

(2.57)

In practical problems. the diffusion equation due to inhomogeneous turbulence can be

written with spatially variable coefficienu in the form

This equation is for moving and spreading.
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Richardson's law (Richardson, 1926) states that the diffusion coefficient inaeases

proportionally to the four-thirds power of the length of the patch ·of the solution. In the case

of di.«uslng sewage, this would be a measure of the siz.e of the :nitial sewage field above the

outfall.

where

l ". length of patch

a Q; diffusivity constant

t • aL'" (2.59)

Acrording to Koh arJU Brooks (1975), the value of a ranges from 1.5 x 10'" to 5 x 10"'

Brooks (1960) analy:ed secondary dilution (S,J in a uniform current with diffusion only

in the lon,ptudinal direction. His 5Olution is given by

(2.601

where

C. "" wute concentration after estabUshment of wS$te field but before further diffusion

coo. = centerline concentration after travel time r

e. =initial value of horizontal turbulent diffusion coefficient corresponding to width UI

tr/{)=CTOrfunetion{}
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The error function t:t/ { } is defined. by the equation

(2.611

Munro and Mollowney (197-4) proposed a numerical model based on an onshore wind·

induced surface CUlTCnt. In this model, the dilution is greatly reduced by vertical mixing and

the compensating subsurface counter-current. Broolcs method can be used to estimate the

concentration at a distance from the source by assuming that the current runs in a direction

from the source to the point of interest.

Bacterial decay is the process of the decrease of the bacterial concentration

rimu1taneously with secondary dilution. The rate of decay in a stagnam water body is given by

the following equation:

....here

C • mass concentration

r "" contact time

It =: bacterial decay coeffident

~. -kC
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The decrease of bacterial conWltTmOn is .hown by the foUowina equation:

(2.63)

C, _ remaining coliform. concentration after time t

C. - initial coli(Ofm concentration

Tto a: time required for 90CJIi reduction in coUform conWltration

The dilution due to die-off or disappearance of coliform bacteria CSt> can be estimated

by the (ollowing equation:

(2.6'\)

wh""

Tto • time tam for 90% decay

% ... Ut.

U - mean Ydoc::ity

The WM)ff (aetot (T.J is the time over which 90 % of the initial number of colifonn

bacteri. is inactived. The concentration of colifonns is teduced by a combination of several

factors,luch as, sedimentation, ptedation by other organilms, pH, temperature, osmotic shock

due to rapid changes in nlinity, initial number o( organisms, degree of tteatment of the

effluent, presence of organic material and chemicals, the u1na·violet component of solar

radiation, and turbidity of the receiving waters, The mOlt Unportant is the ultra-violet

radilrion.
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Due [0 initial dilution (S.), secondary dilution (S,,), and baaerial di~ff (SJ, [Otal

concentration of remaining coliform after time c (CJ can be estimated by the equation

(2.65)

2.3. saune int""u,n and purging in lea out&IIs

2.3.1. Salineintnllion

The cfretti.vencss of the sea outfalls depends on the degree of Initial effluent dilution

bttwcm the outfall pon and the sea surface. Because there are two different fluid densities, the

denser $U.water can intrude into the outfall. The presence of seawater in the outfall can then

reduce the overall efficiency of the sea outfall. Beside that, sediments may he drawn into the

outl2ll system via the discharge pons. In the longterm. the seawater and sedimentation may

damage the sea outfall system. Grace (1985) (or example. suggested that saline intrusion and

marine life cause block~ risers anddi~.This can result in the breaking away of rise" from

the manifold.

Seawater can intrUde into the outfall due to a shutdown of effluent flow to the sea

outf.ill. a reduction of diluent flow to the point where seawater is able to enter the diffuser

pons, and fonowing construction of the sea outfall and prior to its co'l1Unissioning <Wood ct al.

19931.
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Sharp and Wang (1974) studied intrusion into adreu1ar pipe. They-produced a formula

bued on early work by J(euJegan (1966). Keulegan', work was done in an open channel and

by changing the terms from an open channd systcn to a pipe flow system, the saline wedge

length within a ,ubm~ed open ended pipe could be estimated empirically. The formula is

given as:

where

l,. "" saline wedge length

D • diam~er of pipe

K '" numerical constant

(2.66)

v, = free stream velocity in full pipe

v "" kinematic viscosity

V.. '" densimetricvelocity

The densimerric velocity rv) is given as:

wh=

D '"" diam~er o( pipe

g = gravitational acceleration
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P1 .. dmsity of freshwater

p, ~ density of seawater

Charlton (l985a) gave the value of K as approximattly 12000 10 that tht:ererical felwa

....ould agrt:e with ecpt:rimmtal rawlS.

Charlton (l985a) defined the scale of saline inttuslon within an outfall as being either

primary or secondary. Primary intrusion oc:curs when salt water pt>nttrates the diffuM:r cap but

is contained by a salt wedge and can be deand. by a small inCttUC In discharge. This is not

a serious hydraulic problem. Secondary inttusion occun whm the salt wedge pa5SC!i through

the diffuser cap and down the ri$t:r Into the maln outfall pipe. This causes a change in the

hydraulic systt:m and requirt:s a large inaease in discharge to remove the salt wedge. Secondary

intrUSion always occun during the ~~i 'I1tdown peoriods of the outfaU.lt is acccpc:abJe if the design

of the outfall is based on the initial pc2lt flow rates, so that purging alw:ays occun ag:lin after

stan up.

Charlton ct aJ. (1981) m~tioncd that the eeawater inttuSion OCCUlTed through twO

phases (ie. primary and ICCOnduy phases). "Primary intrusion il tbcptOCClII ofKaWatCT intrusion

when freshwater of density PI meets and flows ovn more dense seawater of deNlty pl. This

comsponds to the criterion that the densimer:ric Froude number (FoJ of the port Is less than

unit'l (Foil <: I). Secondary lnttuslon occurs whm the discharge of freshwater reduces to a valur.

where the wedge flow &pills In(o a vertical riser section of the syrtem.
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The denaimetric Froude number at a pon (f) is given by

(2.68)

where

U. = port velocity of jet

" • Ct>rpJlp,

PI = density of freshwater

PI - density of seawater

1_ s gravitational accele:r:ltion

d := pon diameter

Davies, tC al. (1988) undertook a series of expetiments on primary intTUsion and salt

wedge formadon in a smooth circular pipe. They found an empirical lormula lor a horizoneal

pipe (8 - 0) in ehe lorm

in which

and

(2.69)

(2.70>
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b - O.Y;(2FJ'"

L. «1 ...... length

D diameter of pipe

F~ - densimetric Froude number

Re..... densimmi.c Reynolds numbers.

(2.71)

They also found an empirical formula (or an inclined pipe (8 ~ 0), The equation i, given IllI

in which

12.72)

and

where (J is the pipe i.nclinarion.

p • (137.0)~
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A sea outfall is usually flooded with seawater after the outfall is compltted and before

any dBumt is diJch.arBed into the outfall. Bende that, thed~ seawater always enters into

the Ilea outfall through the diffuser paltl to replace effluent in the tunnel whenever the effluent

diacharge decreasee. The presence of aeawater may cause. reduction of the hydraulic efficienc'i

of the sea outfall (Benntt 1981, Munro D. 1981, and Charlton 1981a).

The seawater in the tunnel forma • aaline wedge which may bloclt the effiumt discharge

from risen located seaward of the wedge. 1his mechanism is known U laline wedge blading

(Figure 2.Gb). intrusion of leawater into the tunnel may OCCI'~ through some risers. This will

mix with effluent in the tunnel and dlscharse back throU&J another riser. This circulation is

called seawater circulation (Figures 2.6a and 2.6c). The two mechanisml of&aline intrusion may

reduce the effluent discharge.

The process of purging in the sea outfall can be explained wing Figure 2.6. The effluent

diKhaJ1C inaeues Ilowl, &om zero through the tunnel and~ from first riser. As the

effluent dilcharge inaelllel, circulation blocking OCCW'I (Figure 2.6a>. The flow in the flrst riser

11 a mixture of eftIuent and seawater drawn uno the outfall in doWDlttCam risen. This process

0CCUfI continually until the leWaae dilcharse increases to a critical flow when there iJ no

circulation blocking in the lea outfall (Figure 2.6b). Iri this condition, aaline wedge blocking

ocrun in the sea outfall. After that, the purging procell moves to the second riser. The

circulation blocking 0tturI between the second riser and the riIers located downstream (Figure

2.6c). Complete purging occun when the effi.uent diacharge:e throuah all the rieen (Figure 2.6d).
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Figur~ 2.6. Effluent discharge from .~ outfall at various stages of purging
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The mechanism of &ea.wat~ circulation and uJine wedge blocking in sea outfalls was explained

by Wilkinson (1984. 1985). The magnitude of the circulation Waf> obtained in tmJ\5 of the

lleWage flow and geometric parameters of the outfall.

The purging discharge depends primarUv on the riser height to dhlD\ettt ratio (hid) and

the diameter of tunnel and rise'r ratio (Old). The decrease of tunnel and riser port diameter

ratio (DId) for a tunnel of given cross-sectional area. and dq)th will deaease the purging

discharg~. In other words, the reduction of the riser diameter (increasing the ratio of Old)

causes a deerel1Se of the purging discharge (Willcinson 1984).

Wilkinson (1985) derived a nondimensional equation in terms of an outfall Froude

number. The equation can be expressed as

F _[_2r
' 1· F

in which

where

F, = critical outfall densimetric Froude number

Q. "" critical diluent discharge required to pu~ng of outfall

a - total aOSHectional area of portS on a single riser

d=(p.,p,llp,
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P. "" seawaterdensi.ry

Po."" dfIumtdtnsiry

I z acceleration of gravitational

h "" height of riser portS above tunnel ttnterline

yr "" friction factor of riser

Equation 2.75 can be modified in terms ohhe pon densimetric Froude number F, and

the ri&er height to pen diameter (hId) ratio by multiplying both sides of Equation 2.75 by

(hld)ln to give

in which

( 2 hl'"F,. ~.d (2.77)

(2.78)

Wilkinson (l988) recommended the diluent flow to purge the seawater for the unifonn

pipe dimlettt as

where

(2.79)

Q "" effluent flow required [0 purge outfall
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D .. tunnel diameter

tJp c densiry difference betWeen seawater and effluent = p• • p.

p. c densiry of seawater

A = densiry of effluent

g '" accderation of gravitational

6 '" tunnel slope

f = tunnel friction factor

Willtinson (1991) stated that seawater circulati~n teduces the hydraulic efficiency of a

sea outfaU which may then become blocked by accumulated sediments and marine growth. The

basic dtsign consideration for Ilea outfa1ls with long risers is the ability to purge. In this paper,

Wilkinson developed model Kaling laws based on the interaction between physical and purging

process. This included fluid inertia, buoyancy, friction and entrainment.

z.4. Preven1:ion of &eawaler intrusion

$eaw:ater inrrusion in outfalls cannot be stopped if the effluent discharge is nor enough

to purge. In this: condition, the prevention of intrusion or the ability to purge seawater using

low effluent discharges is: very important.

Charlton (1985;1) suggested some ways to con~1 and prevent ~water intrusion into

a Ilea outf.ill. Fir&dy, the face of portS could be oriented downward and the potU can be used

for a horizontal diffu5er section !If pipe outfall that is located above the sea floor (Figure 2.7;1).

Secondly, aeepan.tion weir could be used in diffuser headt. (Figure 2.7b). Thitdly, flexible duck·
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bill discharge valves could be. used (Figure 2.7c). Fourthly, • w:nturi shaped outlet port could

ronnel primary intl'USion (Figure 2.7d). Fifthly. a venturi control in the: tunnel will connol the

accum.ubtion of 1R2'IIJ3t~ in the tunnel (Figure 2.Bb). Sixthly. a awed tunnd-di.ffuler could

be. used to blodr. the intruSion of seawater in the tunntl (Rgure 2.7c).

Charlton (I985b) pre:sen~ed two~ of venturi ·contrOl. The: venturi controls arc

Venturi control Mk I (Figure: 2.Sa) and Venturi control Mk D(Fi1lUJ'C 2.8b). These can control

the: 5eawater intrusion at SO % of thc dry weather Bow (OWf'). Venturi control Mk t is thc

same all Venturi Mk D in the: throat aOSHeCtional area. but different in shape:. Control Mit

I has a circular aOSHeCtion shape ,.,hUe control MIt U is vertical sided. For dmgn purposes.

Charlton suggested that a denaimetric Froude: (F.) II: 0.5 should be used.
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b.

d.

Figure 2.7. :I. An intrusion proof diffuser. b. An inrrusion p~f head. c. Anti-intrUSion f1~ble
'duck·bill' valve. d. A venturi shaped oud« poet. and e. A crank~ runnel-diffuser (Charlton.
1985a).
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Figure l.a. a. Venturi control Mk (-circular section, asymm~ric (Charlton, 1985b) and b.
Venturi control Mit lJ·verricaisided (Chulton. 1985:1 and Charlton. 1985b).



Chapter 3

laboratory Study

3.L I'urpooe and.-oudine of .tudy

The pl'OC'eIRS invotw:d iJ:l put'Ring a tunnelled outfall were modelled and studied

in the Hydraulia Laboratory of Mernmb1 Univasity of Newfoundland. Two typQ of

ocpcrime:n~ were conduatd.. The 6nt let of experiments was designed to investigate the

effect of dischlrF pan. area on the Row in the tunnel. Aetotdingly testS ftfe run on

unapped riIen and compared with tests on apped risen having one port and having

rwo potu. The Olher ccperitne:nu were designed to find ways in which the tunnel

PwWng discharp: might be redua:d. Initiall, it Will thought that air injected~ow the

riser5 might be beneficial becaUll: it would establiJh an initial upward flow in the riser.

It Waf then realiIed however that thm would be Agnmcant practical problmu In

pumping air down into the tunnel which might be ova- 100 m below the sea level (the

Boston tunnel is approximately ISO m below lea leve1). Because there is ICSll densitY
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difl'ercnce between lrah and salt water than between air and aaJt water. mae pracdcal

problems IIJOU1d be of lesser ~tude if frehwater were <0 be In;ecud beneath the

riIen. This would alto initilte a wnicaJ. flow and m\PIt be more pnaicabk. Both

alternatiYeSwere b'ied. h was also conJidered that anYthina .hich ra:::l.uad marifiarion

in the tunnel upstream. of the risen might be bene6cia1. Acmrdingly tem; were

undertaken. lrith fnshwater injected intO the mnnd upItream of the risers. Finally

attempts were made to break down the Itrarificatlon uslng.a barrie!" set in the roof of ehe

tunnel and designed co cause the freshwater dflu,ent to plunge down into the salt water

sitting in the bottom part o! the tunnel,

A general outline of the labotatory study it giVl:n here. St.ction 3.2 desaibel the

experimental facilities uaod in this srudy. The experimental procedures are prCllcnted in

section 3J which contains ICOer.U information about the experimental procedure.

saltwater preparation, test procedures, and rewrding olrsWu.

The main racwties of this INdy were a &ea tank, tunnelled outlall, pump,

cylindrical tank. and various Rowme:erI. The facilities an be:~ in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

~~t~~~~~~l~~~a~I~~~~~

transparent side 0-400 mm x 850 mm) to (acille.le viewing when the ocpcriment wu in

progress. Ie was .upponed on a substantial steel structure that alao incorporated the

f10wmeters and the wtwater preparation plat!orm (1220 mm x 570 mm). The lea tlnk
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Figur~ 3.1. Photograph of th~ expcrimmtal farilities

was fined with an overflow to maintain a constant water level.

A model of th~ tunn~lled outfall was constructed with th~ tunn~l section located

below th~ ka tank. Four riser pipes connected th~ tunnel to th~ floor of th~ sea tank

which simulated th~ sea floor. Th~ insid~diametersofth~ tunnel and th~ riSttS wer~ 146

mm (;.75 inches) and 57 mm (2.25 inches) respKti~ly. Th~ tunnel and th~ four riser

pipes w~ mad~ from a c1~ar acrylic pipe to aid visual studies of fluid flows and fluid

mixing. Th~ d~ar acrylic pipes wer~ linked to th~ pump and th~ circular tank with an

opaqu~ pipe.

Freshwater and saltwater wer~ discharged to th~ test tank using a pump (Gould

C~ntury. model I 301112·S). Besid~ that, th~ pump was also r~uired to mix freshwater
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and salt in the circular tank, and to drain the ttmaining .altwater and fRshwater hom

the dttu1ar tank. The UIe of the pump will be explained in leCtiotU 3.3.2 and 3.3J,

A 6breglalllll cylindrical tank with apacity 2273 litres (500 imperial gallons), 12I9

mm (48 inches) inside diameter and 2133 mm (84 inches) deep, was usaf to facilitate

the helhwater and aalrwater preparation. 'The &eshw~ter and saltwater preparation will

be c:xplained more detail in section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. T'hU tank was a1Io used as a supply

tank for ["he lRshwltC!' effluenu.

1bree typeS of flowmeter were used. in me experiments. Firstly, '["Wo flowmeters

were located between the pump and the tunnel to mC2llure the discharge of freshwater

from the circular tank (Figutt 3.3). The ftowmeten used were rotameten (Fischer &.

Poner, modeiII0A3555A) and consisted of a steel aoat within a glass rube, The range

of the flowmeter was from 20 % to 100" of the maximum discharge (30 US GPM).

Secondlv. fOUl f1owm~etS Wtte used to measure the freshwater discharge from (he

freshwater source to a nozzle loa:ted below each riser (Figure 3,"\). Eg,ch of these

OoWtnet:et"S (Fischer &,Poncr. model' 10A6731N)conaisted of a valve and a steel bubble

within I glasl tube. The range WlIS 20 % to 100 %of the maximum discharge (29 US

GPH), Thirdly, one flowmeter was located betWeen the freshwater source and a nozzle

located upmum of the rise::rs (Rgure 3.5), The ~wmetetS (Fischer &. Paner, model'

FP.1n·2I-O·10nn wed were totamet:C'S. The range was 0.2 Vmin to 2.4 Vmin.

A portable conductivity/,aIinhy meter <YSIlncorporated.. model' YSI Model 33)

was wed to meas~ the density of saltwater during the saltwater preparation in the
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Figure 3.3. Photograph of the 80wmeters model I I0A3555A
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Figure 3.4. Photograph of the flowmeters model I IOA6731N
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Figm< 3.5. Photog.-aph of the flowm"e< model # FP·!/2.21-G·I0I77
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circubr tank. The talinit'Y meter had a measuring range &om. zero to fonv

parulthounnd.

Experiments on the purging of the tunnel were done using t:,e main facilities

de5CribM earlier in section 3.1. T'NO types of ocperiments wen: conducted. The first was

to determine the effect ofport size. The second was to identify the mechanism by which

mixing occurred, and by which circulation blocking might develop and finally be purgeQ.

The purging cliIcharge e:xperimenCl were conducted using variow combinatioOl

of freshW2ter" diKharge in the runnel to simul2te the dHuent flow. various densities of

wtwater in the lea unit as simulation of sea water, and installation of varying additional

equipment to inaea.se the mixing of nltwateJ and freshwater" in the tunnel.

A dye Wall used in these experiments to aid visual ob&c:rvation ofmixing between

the aaltwater and freshwater" in the runnd. The dye wu mixed with frdhwater in the

cylindrical tank using the pump, TIIl'O typeS ofdye were used in these experiments. These

were Potassium Permanganate (p#27B> &om Fisher Sdenti6c Company and 01209

Amaranth Supra from Warner Jenkinson (c:inada) limited. The Potassium

Permanganate wu used In the early experiments on the effect: of port size. Beside that,

it was also used for the experiments using the water jets located bdow the risen,

HoweYl!:l' due to the conosion characteristics of the Potassium Permanganzte, it waa
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changed for food dye (072C1} Amaranth Supra) in later experiments.

DischargtS used ranged from IIJ6to 68.14 Vmin. DensitY of thesalrnter in the

5Ca WIk was varied from 1.010 to 1.020 glcmJ
•

The typeS of t:xperitne:nu that were used in the purging dischatge Rudy ue

desaibed here.

a). The main system consisted. oftherunnd of internal diameter 146 rnm (5.75 inches)

and four risers with internal diameter 57 mm a.25 inches). The height of each riler from

the centre of the mlun tunnel was 457 mm (18 inches). The distance between men WII!

508 mm ao inches). This can be seen in Rgure 3.6a.

b), Experiments were also conducted on ri5CfS fitted a cap, each cap having twO partl at

the head of the risers. The poru were 25.4 mm (I inch) in diameter. The height of the

pan centre from the centre of the main tunnd was 489 mm (19.25 inches). This is Ihown

in figure J.6b.

d. Tem: were then made with only one port in the riser cap. Again the pon was 25,4

mm (I inch) in diamtter. This is shown in Figure 3.6c,

All other tests related to attempa :0 inC'eale mixing in order to decrease the

discha.rge at which all pam were purged of ,a1twater, Various ways were used to increatC

mixing, These included small water jell located beneath the risen or in the tunnel

upstream of the ",en. Air jeu were also investigated and finally a harrier wu

constructed acn::l'S the top of the tunnel,

d), Sr".aii iljpes W\th internal diameter 2 mm (0.1 inch) were used to Weale a freshwater
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Figure 3.6. a. Risers with no caps; b. Risers with caps, each with two portS; and c. Risers
with caps. each with one pOrt.
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discharge into the runnel. These water jets were located below the risers in the tunnel

<Fi"",J.7,).

e). A water jet was ~Iso located upstream of the risers in the tunnel to inaea&e the

mixing of saltwater and fTeshwater (Figure 3.Th). The diameter of thiS small pipe was Z

mm (0.1 inch). Three difference distances &om the first riser were used. These W~ 508

mm (20 inches). 762 mm (30 inches), and lS2~ mm (60 inches).

0. The four small pipes below the risen were also used to discharge air (Figwe 3.7c).

g). A barrier was located across the tunnd and~ of the fim riser (Figure 3.7d).

The barrier is 635 mID (25 inches) from the first rise to the centre of tbe barrier, and

~5° slope and 73 mm (2.875 inches) height to the top wall tunnel .

Saltwater was prtpared in a cylindrical tank by mixing freshwater and powdered

salt (Figure" 3.8). ThiS saltwater was used to simulate seawater. adore Il.\ixing the

wtwater mixture, all the valves (valve A, B. C 1 and el , see Figures 3.2 and 3.8) were

dosed. and the cylindrical tank was filled with freshwater"to 175 em depth. After that,

the salt powder was poured by hand from the plarfc.m. The freshwater and salt were

mixrd OOn,: a pump and opening control valve 'N located between the pump and the

circular tank (see Figures 3.2 and 3.8). The amount of salt powder to be added in the

tank was doue step by lStep undl tbe required density of ultwatef was reached. for

instance 1.010, 1.015, or 1.020 glanJ • '!be density of the ,altwater was measured using

the salinity merer. After the ,altwater was prepared. control valve 'A' was dOled and the
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Figure 3.7, a. Water jets located below risers; b. Water jet located upstream of risus; c.
Air jetS located bdow risers; and d. Top barrier located upstream of risers.
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pump was turned off. All the valves (A, B. el • CJ• D. E and F. see Figures 3.2 and 3.8)

in the experimental facilities were closed and then the pump and the control valves 'C l '

and 'CI ' locatedb~ the pump and the tunnel, wet'e opf!ned to discharge the

saltwater to the sea tank (see Figures 3.2 and 3.8). This process was done one rime to get

the lowest depth of the saltwr.ter in the· aea tank (ie. 309 nun) llnd two rimes for the

highest depth (ie. 605 mm).

Met the saltwater in the sea tank was sufficiently deep. the control valves 'C I '

and '~' (see Figures 3.2 and 3.8) were closed. The remaining saltwater in the circular

tlnk was drained using the pump and opening control valve '8' (see Figure 3.2) located

betw~n the pump and the drain. The circular tank was cleaned with freshwater. This

proce6S was done until all saltwater was Rushed out and changed with new freshW:ltCf.

3.3.3. Tnt procedUft

Initial tests were run on the basic system consisting of the main tunnel of internal

diameter 1-% mm and four riI!~ of internal diameter 57mm (sec Figures 3.2 and 3.6a).

The risers had no caps. The saltwater (p. '" LOIO g/cm~ that was prepared in the

circular tank (section 33.2) was discharged into the sea tank to simulate the tunnel

flooded with sea water due to the intnJ.Sion of the sea water. The depth of the saltwater

in the sea tank (y) was 605 Mm. Mer that, the circular tank was filled with freshwater

and a dye (Potassium Permanganate P·278) was mixed into the &eshwllter. The dyed

&eshwater was wed to simulate sewage that flows into the sea through the sea outfall.
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Figule 3.8. Schemaric of saltwater pleparari~n
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A camera (pentax PC·50S), ttipod and three Halogen lamps were preparui to take

photographs of the formation and movcnent ofthe dRuent in the tunnel. The recording

of the photographs will be explained more detail in section 3.3.4.

The pump was turned on and control valve 'C I ' (see Figures 3.2 and 3.8) located

berwem the pump and t~e tunnel, was opened to dischargt. the dyed freshwater from

the cylindrical tank to the sea tank through the flowmeter. The control valve 'E' (SLoe

Figure 3.2) located at the edge of the sea tank, was opened to drain the saltwater in the

Ilea tank and m.ai.ntain a connant level using an overflow weir at the end of the tank.

The discharge of the dyed frtshwater was metered through the flowmeter at 10%

(minimum discharge of the flowmeter '" 10% x 30 US gpm = 11.36 I/min). The dyed

freshwater mixed with the saltwater in the tunnel and flowed through the fim and

second risers (Appendix A, Figure A.1). Due to the difference in density of the fluids,

the location of the wedge and the interface between the freshwater (p.= 1.000 g/cm~

and saltwater (p.= 1.010 glcm~ in the tunnel were dearly visible. The dyed freshwater

gave additional contrast when taking photographs. Photographs were taken after the

mixture became stable. Then the discharge of the dyed freshwater was increased until the

freshwater started to move from the second riser (Appendix A, Figure A.2l. The

discharge of the fre5hwater was increased to 20% (20% x 30 US gpm ... 28.39 I/min).

Photognpm were taken and the dyed freshwater was increased again until the dyed

freshwater reached the third riser (Appendix A. Figure A.3). The flowmeter ,howed 32%

(32% x 30 US gpm = 36,34 (latin). At this condition photograph, were taken aRain.

The discharge of the dyed freshwatc:' was inacased gradually until the dyed freshwater
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moved from. the third riser (Appendix A, Figure A.4). The flowmeter .howed 3S~ (3S~

x 30 US gpm ., 39.75 Vmin), At this condition, the dyed freshwater dischargfd through

the am, teCOnd and third rilIer. The dyed frtshwater was inaeased again to reach the

fourth riser, but the dyed freshwater Itil1 discharged through only the 6m three risers

(Appendix A, Figure A.S). The discharge ofdyed freshwater was 48~ (48~ x 30 US,gpm

., 54.51 Vmin). The dyed freshwater was intteased until the flowmeter showed 60%

(60% x 30 US gpm - 68.14 Vmin). At this condition, the dyed freshwater stUl flowed

through the three ristts (Appendix A, Figure A.6) but not the fourth. The dyed

freshwater discharge was stopped when the saltwater was purged from all four risers at

67% (67% of the 30 US gpm = 76.06 Vtnin) (Appendix A, Figure A.7). Thedischatges

of dyed freshwater here were used as rd'erence (at the following experiments,

After full purging of the aaltwateroccurred, the pump and control valve 'C I ' (see;

Figures 3.2 and 3,8) were turned off. The saltwater in the &ea tank was drained by

opening control valve '0', 'E', and 'F (see Figure 3.2), The remaining dyed freshwater

in the cylindrical tank was flushed out using the pump and with control valve 'B' (see;

Fi.... l.2) open.

n,e same procedures were done for the foUowing tests:

1). Risen with no C8p& (Figure 3.6a)

Theseteru were run with densities of saltwater (P.) 1.010, 1.015, I.020g/em'. The

height of risers and depth of Wtwater used were 457 mm and 605 DUn re:spettively. The
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effluent went up through all risers depending on the differerKe in densities between

saltwater and freshwater (M. The purging discharge ocamed at 76.08, 93.12, and

105.61 Vtnin when the densities of saltwater were 1.010, 1.015, and 1.020 g/an)

respectively (sec Table 3.1). Although efI1uent discharged through all the riJers, the

saltwater was still left in the tunnel in a layer along the bottom <Details of the saline

wedge pro61es are shown in Appendix B, FiglU't5 B.l and B.2).

2). Risen with caps, each with two pons (Figure 3.6b)

A diffuser cap with two potu, each of diameter 25.4 mm (1 inch) was put at the

head of each riser. The caps were set up before the tank was filled with nltwater. Then

the saltwater (p. ) that was prepared in the circular tank, was discharged into the sea

tank. The two saltwater densiri~ used were 1.010 and 1.020 g/cm). The depths of tht

saltwater in the sea tank (,) were 309 mm and 574 mm. The purging discharge occurred

at 24.98 and 36,34 Vlnin with saltwaterde:nsities were 1.010 and LOW g1cm) respeetivdy

(see Table 3.1). The saline wedge pro61es in the runnel fur different disch3l'ge5 were very

,imUar to each other. Although -the effluent discharged through all the riset'S. saltwater

was srillieft in the tunnel (see Appendix B. Figl1fe B.3).

3). Risen with caps. each with one pon (Figure 3.6c)

A diffuser C2p with one pott of diameter 25.4 mm (l Inch) was pUt at the head

of each riser. The depth of the saltwater in the Ilea tank (y) wu 574 DUn. Two demitiea:

were. used (1.010 and 1.020 (l/cml). The purging discharge in the tunnel occurred at
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12.49 and ll.71l/min for the saltwater dmsitim of 1.010 and 1.020 g1ari~Ydy

(see Tab~ 3.1). The Nlioe wedge profiles in the tunnel for diHereut efBuent diIcharga

were Ytty dole to each other. Saltwater~ ItiII kit in the tunnd although the e£ftuent

••~ through iII-' (... Appond;x B, Fia= B.4).

4). Water jet located brJow the risen (figures 3.7. and 3.9)

i'. small pipe with intem.a1 diameter 2 mm «).1 inch) was put into every riser as

Ihewn in Figutell 3.7a and 3.9. These small pipts were connected. to the Rowmetm

modelllOA6731N opemed by control valvtl. Hit HJ• HJ• and H. (lee Figure 3.9). All

f10wmerm were combined at a brass pipe which was connected to the freshwater source

with a plastic pipe.

Ten kinds of experiment ~done to5tUdy the tfka ofthe:se jets. First a jet: was

located only under "ne filer. Tem were run with the jet under the first, then the

KCOnd. third and founh NerI. Then jetJ~ looted under two consecutive risen and

each combination (l and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4) were telltd. Jets were then placed under

my three consecutive film and then at all four risers. Each jet dischuge was I l/rnin

0( freshwater. The diac:harge condition..set by arrangement ofthe four control valves,

HI' HJ• HJ• and H., (lee Figure 3.9). For example. the freshwater at the first small pipe

Willi discharged by turnin& on the 8m: connol val~ (HJ.

Dyed fnshtr.lter in the tunnel was run at 11.36. 28.39. 3634. 39.75, 54.51, and

68.14 Vmin, acepc. when ditchargina freshwater through all small pipes (ie. under each
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-~:

Figwe 3.9. Scht:D'laric of the experiment with wllter jet. located below the risers in the
tunnel

riser), when the dyed freshwater discharges were 11.36, 28.39, 36.34, and 39.751/min (see

Appendix ~. Figures BS to 8.14).

The procedure used for all the experiments was the ume as that desaibed earlier.

Aher the photographs wac taken. the water jet was turned off using valve HI (ie.

experiment with water jet located at 6nt riser). When all (our jets were operating (ie. onc

under each riser) the tunnel purged at a fl(NI of 39.75 Valin 05% of the 30 US gpm).

5). Water jet located upstream the rism: {Rgures 3.Th and 3.10)

A small pipe with (nternal diameter 2 mm CO.llnch) was located upstream of the riIen

in the tunnel (see Figure 3.7b), The small pipe was connected to the flowmeter model I
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Figure 3.10. Schematic or the experiment with water jet located upstt'eatn or the risers
in the tunnd -

FP·1f2.21-G-IO/77 and control vaI~ '0' (see FiiU.''': 3.10). The distance or the nozzle

from the first riser was 508 mm (20 Inches). The depth or the saltwater in the sea tank

(y) was 605 :nm.

Experimental pt'octdure was the lame as berore, except that the water jet or 1

Vmin was discharged continually during the experiment by opening valve 'q'.

Photograph, were taken alter the flow became stable. All the procedures were repeated

ror other dyed £reshwate:rdischarges and other distances or water jet (762 mm and 1524

mm) £rom the fint riser.
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Effluent was purSed through all risers at 11.504 Vmln when the distance oC the

water jet: &om the first riser was 605 mm and constant It 10.41 Vminwhen the distances

were 762 mm and 1524 aun (see Appendix 8, FiIUfCll B.15 to 8.17).

6). Air jets located below the risen (Figures 3.1c and 3.11)

Small pipes were connected to control valves 01,11, flo and lJ fined to a common

sted pipe (Figure 3.11). The steel pipe was connected to ;; pressured air source with a

rubber P,ipe. Air was released into the flow through small :oipes using control valves (lit

It. 1" and LJ.

The pr~ess oC the experiment was same as (or tht experiments with water 'jets

located below the risers, except that all the air jetS were dhcharging continually during

• •

_+,r_! I-----rf=-.J 1----' 1-----'

Figure 3.11. SchetrUldc of the experiment with air jm located below the risen in the
tunnel
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th~ experiment. Each discharge of air W2S measured wing a calibrated beaker whh

capacity 1 uncand an<Jpw:nch (Figure 3.12). ThebcUerwasconnm:cdtoanalwninum

srid:. to reach the hole. of the riser. By 'knowing the volwnc of air in the beaker and the

rime of collection. th~ rate of discharge of air could be calculated. The air)ets run at the

first. second. third and fourth risers Wtte 0.025. 0.026. 0.028. and 0.028 V!"in

respectively. It was not possib1~ to maintain the same flow In all air jeu due to the

problem of adjwting the contro1.valves (ll. 1). IJ • and lJ.

Saltwater discharged through all risers when the effluent purging discharge was

68.14 Vmin bee Appendix B. Figure B.I~ •.

Figure 3.12. Schemaric of the air bubble measurin~
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7). Top b3Iri~ located upstream of the risers (Figure 3.7d)

A barrier was located across the top of the tunnel and upstream of the risers with

the intention of increasing the mixing betWeen saltwater and effluent.

The barner was 635 mm (25 inches) from the first riser. The depth of the

saltwater in the: sea tank M was 605 mm. Saltwater in the tunnel was purged at an

effluent discharge: of 68.14 [JOlin for a density difference of 0.010 g1cm)(see Appendix

B. Figure B.19).

A summary of:ill these tests is shown in Table 3.1.

3.3.4. Recording of relulu

As mentioned earlier, this study used photography to record the movement of the

effiuent in the tunnel. The camera (Pentax PC·505), including tripod, three Halogen

bmps, and ~ photograph label, had ro be: prepared and set up before the photographs

were taken (Figure 3.13). The photograph label consisted of the date of the experiment,

number of ports (n), diameter of port (el), diameter of tunnel (D), depth of riser between

tunnel centre and edge of riser or port centre (h), density difference between saltwater

and dyed freshwater (M, and discharge of dyed freshwater COl)' The label also gave

infonnation about the position of the jet and the discharge of the jet (Qt> for water Jets

located beneath the risers Of the distance of the water jet (LJ for a water jet located

upstream the risers. These labels were included in the photographs to ensure that all

photographs wen: c1eazly identified.
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Three photographs were taken after the mixture of saltwater and dyed freshwater

became stable at the required flow. In the fim, the camera was located at position A (see

Figure 3.13). Then it was moved to position B and position C. At every position, a

photograph was tuen. This procedure was done for all freshwater discharges studied.

The three photographs were enough [0 cover the whole of the tunnel. After the film was

complete, it was developed. Results were transferred to tracing paper after the

photographs were combined in their proper order. A typical set of three photograps is

shown in Figure 3.14. Results are shown in Appendix A and B.
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Figure 3.14. Typical set: of three photograps.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

The results of the tests are divided into two pans. These are the results of the

eff'tct of port size and the results of attempts to increase mixing between the saltwater

and the diluent mixture. Expttimenral results are shown in Tables 4.1 to 4,10, Figures

4,1 to 4.3. Appendix At and Appendix B.

The results of the port size effect (Tables 4.1 and 4.2) are ploned to show a

relationship betWeen the densimetric Froude number at the port. F~ and tunnel diameter

to port diameter. Old in Figure 4.1. In Figure 4.2, the den.'rimetric Froude nwnber at the

port, F, is plotted against the ratio height of the rim" to port diameter, hid. A plot is

also given oithe critical densimetric Froude number. F (WilkiMOn, 1985) agaiIl5l: tunnel

diameter to port diameter. Old in Figure 43. In addition, the condidon of flow In the

risers and the saline wedge profiles throughout these tests are shown in Tables 4.3 to 4.6,
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Appendix A Figures A.I to A.7. and Appendix B, Figum B.I to 8.4.

The conditions of flow in the risers using various methods to increase mixing in

the tunnel and promote flows in the risers arc: shown in Tables 4.7 to 4.10. The saline

wedge profiles In the tunnel fur these experiments also can be seen in Appendix B.

Figures 8.5 to B.14 give data for water jetS located below risers; Figures B.15 to B.17 give

data for water jets located upstream of risers; Figure B.18 shows results for alr jets located

below risers, and Figure B.19 shows the effect of a barrie!' located at the top of the

tunnel and upstream of the risen.

lnitial testS described in section 3.3.3 were run on the basic system to establish

purging flows and basic salinity profUes both of which could be used for comparison with

modifications (eg. caps, ust: of jets. barrier. etc) to the basic system. The tests were run

using a density difference of 0,010 g/cmJ and flows varying from 11.36 lIalin to the

discharge at which the tunnel was purged 76.08 Vmin. The shapes of the saline wedges

at thcsc:different flows are shown in Figures A.I to A,7 (Appendix A). These show how

the saline wedge prOgJ'eMes along the tunnel as the flow inaeases and how the risers

progressively purge,

4.2. Tesu on (he dlect of port size

The experiments on the effect of pon 5ize were done using three types of model,

In the first model the risers had no caps. The diameter of each riser was 57.1 mm.. The

second model had risen provided with caps. each cap having two pons. The diameter
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of each port was 25.4 rom. In the third model the risen were 6ned with caps having only

one pon. The diameter of each pon was again 25.4 mm.

Data for risers with no Capli were taken for three different densities of saltwater.

p. (see Table 4.1). These data were used to calculate the port densimetric Froude

number, F,. the critical densimetric Froude number. F, the ratio of tunnel diamtter and

pon diameter, Did. and the ratio, height ofri:stt to pon diameter. hid (see Table 4.2).

The same calculations were done for the risenl6tted with caps having one and two pons.

The pon densimetric Froude number. F" and the critical densimetric Froude

number, F. are defined in terms of the purging discharge by

.nd

where

F, - pon densimetric Froude number

F =critical densimetric Froude number

Q, =purging discharge

a, .. total pon area per riser

- a. for risers with no caps and rUen with cap, each cap with one port
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'" la, for risers with caps, each cap with two ports

a :c area of port = 1/4mP

A '"' area of tunnd "" 1/4:tO"

A • (P.' p,l/p,

P. '" density of saltwater

P, '" density of freshwater

g = gravitational accd~rion

d '" diameter of port

D '" diameter of tunnel

h '" height of riser

The results of the tests are plotted in terms of port densimetric Froude number,

F,. against tunnel diameter to port diameter, Old (see Figure 4.1), port densimetric

Froude number. F,. against height mer to port diameter, hid (see Figure 4.2), and

critical densimetric Froude number, F. against runnel diameter to port diameter, Old (see

Figure 4.3).

fu.hown in Figure4.!, Tables".1 and 4.2, the values ofportdeNimetric Frourle

number. F,. depend on the ratio of the tunnel diameter and riser or pon diameter, Old.

For risers have no caps with three different densities ofsalrwater (P. == 1.010, 1.015. and

1.020 glan' and the ratio of the tunnel diameter and riser diameter. Dill '" 2.56, the

values of port densimecric Froude number F, are 1.62 and 1.65. The port deruimetrlc

Froude nun~ber. F, = 2.06 and 2.12 are for the ratio of the tunnel diameter and port
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diameter, Old = 5.75 and the density of saltwater, P. :II 1.010 and 1.020 g/an', for

risers have caps. each with one port and two ports.. From Figure 4.1. it can be seen that

the V1il1ue ofport densimetric Froude number. F. increased as the ratio of tunnel diameter

to port diameter. Did increased.

From the results of these experiments, it COllid be concluded that the value of

port den:limetric Froude number, F. depended on the ratio of tunnel diameter to port

diameter. Old. It did not depend directly on the density of saltwater and the number

of ports. The port densimetric Froude number increased as the ratio of tunnel diameter

to port diameter increased. This implies as expected, that if all other variables :ltC held

constant. the purging discharge increases as the tunnel diameter increases. It alo;o SUj(gesu

that purging discharge increases with densitY difference if geometric variables are

The corrdatioN becween the port deNiOletric Froude number, F. and the height

of riser to port diameter, hid is shown in Figure 4.2, 'Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The results are

the same as those of Figure 4.1. namely that the port densiOlenic Froude number, F. i'

a function of height of riser to port diameter, hid. It did not depend on the density of

saltwater and the number of poru. The port densimetric Froude number increased as

well as the ratio of height of riser to port diameter.

In Figure 4.3, Tables 4.1 and 4.2. the critical densimetric Froude number. F i' the

function of the ratio of tunnel diameter to port diameter, Old. The airical densimetric

Froude numbers, F are oonstant for the same type of tests, although the demities of
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saltwater, P.. are different. As the ratio of the tunnel to pon diameter decreased, the

critia! densimaric Froude number ineuased. From Table ".2, the mtica1 densimetric

Froude number depended on the total area of pons at each riser, 11,.

The purging discharge, Q~ increased as the density of saltwater, P. increased with

the same effluent density,p, and the same test configuration (see Table4.!). In the test

with risers having no caps and eff1uent density, P. =1.000 glernl
, thepUtging discharges

were 76.08, 93.12 and 105.61 Vrnin for saltwater densities of 1.010, 1.015 and 1.020

g/cm' respectively. The purging discharges were 24.98 and 36.34 I/min for saltwater

densities of 1.010 and 1.020 g/cm' respectively for the tests with risers having caps with

two pons and the effluent density of 1.000 glan).

The tunnel saline wedge prof1les for risers with no cap at the same effluent

discharge were different depending on the difference in density between the saltwater and

the effluent, lip. The saltwater left in the tunnel with a density difference of Ap =0.010

glernJ was smaller than with a density difference of lip = 0.020 glern) at the same

effluent discharge (see Appendix B, Figures B.I and B.2). This means tbat to purge the

saltwater from tbe tunnel requires a higher effluent discharge for higher density

differences.

The condition of flow in risers I to 4 for different typeS of tests (No cap in ris~.

caps having one port and caps having two pons) but the same density differente (Ap ==

0.020 glern') can be seen in Tables 4.3 to 4.6 and Appendix B, Figures 8.2 to 8.4. These

can be explained as follows:
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CONDITiON OF FLOW IN RISER" I

1" I 1.36 Vmin Q2 "28.39 Vmi~~~~.!.'~~

TYPE OF TEST

ocapmnsers

11""-0.020"'''''' " " "

"""

With caps, each with
twoportsofd-25.4mm up up up

Ilfl :i!5;i;:.:'~=·~;"~e,!,:rd""",C'm3=wi"th'-------+----+---- -.--.----

~c~~;~~I~.4mm

Table 4.3. Condition of flow in riser II I at same freshwater discharge lind density
for different numbers ofcaps and ports

Table 4.4. Condilion of flow in riser 112 8t same freshwL'crdjschllfgc and density
for differC1lt numbcrs of caps and ports
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TVPE OF TEST

meapmnsers

an. 0.020 "Ian)
Withcaps,cachwith

;o~grn~c~S.4nvn
Wilhcaps.eachwith
one ponofd" 25.4 rom
a "0.020 Cm3

,p

,p

,p

,p

,p

Table 4.5. ConditiDll orfiow in riscr 1# 3 al same freshwater diseharge and density
for different numbers of caps and ports

Table 4.6. Condition offiow 111 nSCl'" Ii 4 at same freshwater discharge and d~sity

for diffm:nl numbers or caps and ports
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For all ldIl.uent discharges <Ot - 11.36 Vmin,~ .. 28.39Vmin,and~.. J6.24Vrnin).

th~ flow went up through risers '1 and 2.

In rise #3, th~ saltwater intruded into th~ tunnel for a!1 ~ffluent disch~ in the test

with no C2P and foe Cl = 11.36 Vmin in th~ tcstl with. C2P having twO pons ci 4 :&

25.1 mm. There was no inttUSion in an, of ~h~ tests on caps with on~ port of d • 25."

In riser 14, the saltwater intruded inwth~ runnel for a1leffiuent discharges for tests with

no cap in risers. Seawater also intruded for dilcharges up to 28.39 Vrnin fOT caps with

two pam of 4 = 25.1 mm, and for discharges up to 11.36 Vrnin for tests with caps

having on~ pon of d • 25.1 mm.

A! shown In Tabl~ 1.6, th~ saltwater was pursed from the outfall at a discharg~ of 28.39

Vmin if the C2p was litted with on~ pen of d .. 25.1 mm and at 36.31 Vrnin if the cap

was lined with two portS ofd - 25.1 mm. If no cap was lined the purging discharge was

greater than 36.34 Vtnin. It could abo be seen that when the Row in all capped risers

fined with one pan 1QS upward, lOme saltwater .as stiD lett in the tunnel while the

fresh effluent flowed along the top of the tunnel (see A~dix B, Figure B.4).

The Wine wedge profiles in the tunnel with ri5cn having no caps can be seen in

Appendix A. The length of the saline wedge inaeased and the height of Ifill saltwater

leh in the tunnd deauu:d as the effluent discharge in~. The purging diacharge

at tJp .. 0.010 glenJ was Q, • 76.08 Vmin.

These experiments showed generally that the pon densimetric Mcude number.
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F. increased with increase in the ratio of tunntl diamaer to port diameter, Old as well

as with theinaeaseoftherano height of riser to port diameter, h/d. TheaiticalFroude

number, Flncreaecd with deaease: in the total area of ports at each riser,~. Even when

the risen all flowed full of effluent, some saltwater was stilIld"t in the tunnel. 1his

,altwatc:r could cause longterm damage to the &e3. outIall. In the next lleCtion, tests are

described which were intended to Increase the mixing of effluent and saltwater in the

tunnel so that all nltwater could be purged from the tunnel.

4,3, Teals on jets and barrier

Thi& section will explain the results of test designed to promote upward l10w in

the risers and to increase the mixing between the saltwater and effluent. These tests used

wale, jers Oocated below rlJers and upstream of risen), air jete located below risers, and

a barrier located upstream ohhe risers. The results arc shown in Tables 4.7 to 4.10 and

Appendix B, Figures 8.5 to 8.19.

The effect of the different locations of the jets may be compared from the data

in Tables 4.7 to ·4.10. In addition, aU data can be compared with the basic system with

no jm. In this basic fYStem for iJp '" 0.010 g/an' the discharge needed to purge all

.alrwater from the tunnel Wall 76.08 VDtin.
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4.3.1.1. Water jet. locaud beIowrilen

The condition ofl1ow in ri5U' 11 ilI.hown in Table 4.7 fur all effluent dischzrlles

(~ • 11.36 Vmin to Q so 68.1411min).1n all c:aKSthe effiumt flow was upward. This

means that for all discharges tested the diluent always flowed through the first riser due

to the pressure of the efflu,mt diJCharge and because of the density difference betWeen

the effluent and saltwater.

In Table 4.8, it can be seen that when the e:!fI.uent discharge OJ was equal to

11.36 Vmin, the saltwater inouded through riser Tl fat testa with the water jet located

below riser n, riser 14 and below risers 13 and .oJ. When the effluent disch~ OJ ""015

equal to 1136 Vmin and WlUcr jcowerelocated belowriaerll, 2, I and 2, 2 and 3,1,

2 and 3, 2, 3 and 4, and I, 2, 3 and 4. and for all discharges greater than 11.36 VIIlin

{or all tests, the conditiON of flow were upward.

'!he condition of flow was downward in the third riser (see Table 4.9) for dfluent

discharges of II J6 Varin and 28.39 Vmin in all cases except for the. test with water jeu

located below rism II. 2,3 and ... For an effluent dilcharge 0{36.34 Umin, the flow was

upward fat tem with water jets located below riser 13, I, 2 and 3, and 1, 2, 3 and", but

all othm wen: downward. The eft1uent went upwards {or £lows of 39.75 Vmin, except

for tCIU with water jets located bdow ri!er 14, I' and 2, and 2, 3 and ... The riae:r Bow

was upward for the effluent discharge equal to, or more than 54.51 Venin.

Theconditioll oftlowln riser'" iaahownin Table 4.10. ThcrewllIi no intrusion
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when the:dBuent discharge was gre3.ttf than, or equal t036.34 Vmin for testS with water

;as located below rism 11,2,3 and". This condition also occurred for testS with water

jets kx:atedbelow riser #4. 3 and 4, and 2, 3 and 4 when the effluent discharge: was equal

to or greater than .54.51 Vmin. For other tdlU, the condition of Row was downward for

all Dows between 1136 liUJin and 68.H Vmln.

Saline wedge pro61es In the runnel for tests with water jets located below risers

are &hown In Appendix B. Figure:s B.5 to 8.14. The saline wedge profile is the boundary

betWeen ultwater and effluent in the runnel. The 6gures also show that the presence of

water jets in the tunnel. helped to establish upward flow in the risers and was therefore

beneficial in reducing the purging discharge.

The changes &hown in Tables 4.7 to 4.10demonstrate the advantages of thesmall

waler jta. Riser 11 had upwarclOow under aUconditions.F1ow in riser 12 was gentfally

.imllar excqlt for the tesu where innusion occum:d. Flow in riser #3 was generally

downwarc:Uat low flows (less than 36.34 Vmin)excepr. in two cases whe:rethe: jeu were

abk to revene the dim:tion of flow. Riser 14 .howed. the effeCts of the small jett in a

more obviOUl way. Because the founh riser u at the end of the tunnel, It is the most

difficult to purge. ThIU, with no jets IMailed InlTUSion occurred at all discharges up to

68.14 VEnin. A single water jet installed under riser 14 ensured that no intruSion would

octUI' at flows greater than 39.15 Umin. A jet under each riser tl'ISured that all risen

would be purged at dilcharges greater than 36.34 Vrnin,

The best resulu therd'ore occuaed with water jctslocated under each riser. The
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purging discharge was a minimum for this condition. This compared with a purging

dischatge of 16.08 Vtr,in with noim inna1led. Thejtts therefore caused a 48' deaeue

in the discharge needed to purge thl!!; tlU\Ilel.

A water jet was locatl!!:d at three different positions in the tunnd (Appendix e,

Figures B.15 to 8.17). The three positions (~were 508 aun, 162 mm, and 1524 mm

upsmam of the first riser. The objecdve of these tests was to increase the mixing

betwct!n saltwater and effluent upmeam of tl\e risers in an endeavour to decrease the

purging discharge.

The condition ofllow in riser II for three different tests Wall upward ($ee Tables

4.7 and 4.8).

From Table 4.9 it can be seen that thc saltwater intruded through riser 13 Inro

thl!!; tunnel for all test'll when the tffIuent discharge ..... equal to 11.36 Vmin. Whcn the

Row was increased to 28.39 Vmin, the condition of flow was upward when the water Jet

was located 508 mm upmeam riKn, but downwards when the jet was further upstream.

At flows greater than 28j9 Vmin the riser flow was upward for all tt5t5.

The condition of flow in riser~ '11I'18 downward for all testa neardless oJ the !low

magnilUde (see Tah~ 4.10,1. 11m means that the wtwate: stilJ. incruded into the tunnel.

The purging d1acharga ocCUI'l'ed at a flow of 71.54 Vorln for ~ ,.. 508 mm and 70.41

Vmin for lJ .. 762 mm and 1524 mm (let Appendix B, Figures B.l5 to 8.11).
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The saline wedge profiles (Appendix B, Figures B.15 to B.m do not thow

Rgnificant mixing caused by the small upstream j~ nar did this jet appear particularly

bendiciai in helping ta purge the tunnel.

Air jets were used to bY to increase the mixing between efBuent anll saltwater in

the tunnel and to promote upward flow in the riaerl. The rsulu of the ccperimel'ltS are

shown in Tables ".7 to 4.10 and Appendix B, Figure B.18. It was very difficult to

maintain:.l COM.nt air dischlUBe &om one test to another. There were therefore three

different di&charges of air jets. These were 0.025 Vmin, 0.026 Vmin, and 0.0281/min. Air

jets were located under all risers in every test.

The condition of flow in ri5er II was always upward. Tables 4.7 to 4.10 show that

as the flow increaaed. the rlstti: were successively purged. However upward flow in the

fourth riser was not obtained until the discharge increased to 68, 14 lImin. The air je:tll

were thc:relore somewhat helpful in the discharge needed to purge saltwater from the

outfall but their effect was not Il$ significant as that of the water jets.

The last ocperiment that was done in this study was to use a barrier located

upstream of the risers as mown in Appendix B, Figure 8.19. The Intention again was to

promote mixing and therefore reduce the purging discharge. Results 1ft ggain shown in

Tables 4.7 to 4.10 and in Appendix B, Figure 8.19. These results show that the barrier
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had little bend1c:ial effect. Uthe first line in each table (baIic JyStem, no jco) is compamI

with the last line (tap barrier in p1ace), it will be teen that the barrier had no eIfec:t in

the flow except in riser 12 where it caused intrusion at the lowest flow. However the

total flow needed to purge the tunnel was reduced €rom 76.08 Vmln in the basic system

to 70.41 Vmin with a barrier.
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ChapterS

Conclusions and Recommendations

S.l. Concltlliol'll

The rcsultl or thia INdy an:: gi~ in the reUowing conclusions.

1. If Othe2' variablel an: beld am.tant. the purging dilcharge. Q, increases as the density

difference between idtwater and dBuent increases. The amount of saltw;uer mnaining

in the tunnd depends 0," the density difference. This lllnount is higher when the density

dlfJerence is higher.

Z. Il the pon area is varied. the value of port densimettic Froude number. F, increases

with inaeue in the ratio, tunnel diameter to port diam~er ratio, Old as wdl as with

ino-eue in the ntio, height of riIcr (0 port diameter ratio, hid. Beside that. the critical

FroOOt number in the tunntl. F increases withd~ in the total area of potU at each

riser,G,.

J. The presence of WllUt jeu, an air jet or a tap barrier in the tunnel cauaes an inacase

in mixing between the Ialtwater and the diluent .uixture. This inaeaae in mixina
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reduced che purging discharge compared to the ccsu without water jets, air jets or the

top barrier. The water r-u helped considerably to reduce the purpng dischargt:, me ail

jets only helped a little and the top barrier hdped very little.

4. Most water jets loated below the risen in me tunnel only pve • small reduction in

me purging discharge. This was of the order of 10%. The exception occur«d when -:water

jets were located below all risers. The reduction in purJing diIch~ in that case w.

significant. Water jets below all risen reduced the purging discharge to 36.34 Vmin (48%)

compared to that without water jets [16.08 1Iminl: at the same difference density,.I\.. This

is the best conclUlion for the e:xpcrirnenu.

5. A jet located up5tTeam of the risers gave only llllUght reduction in purging discharRe,

of the order of 7.5% <0,. lilt 70.411lmin (or 1, "" 762 mm and 1524 nun) llnd 6% <0,. 

7154 Vmin for 1, = 508 mm) compared co testS without a water jet [16.08 lImin) at the

same difference densitY, &p.

6. With air jets located below the riJcn, the purging discharge was 68.14 Vmin. Thill

represents a reduction of me order of 10% compared to tcsts without air jets. In this

experiment, it was vay difficult to maintain the same disCharges in different tests.

7. Tcst using a barrier located upstream of the riac:n gave a reduction o( the order of

7.5% <0,. = 70.41 Vmin) compared to telltS without a barrier.

Generally it may be conclwied that watel' jm located under all four riInI were

beneficial and had a significant effect in reducing the purging discharge. Other methoda

tried (air jets, barriers) had some beneficial effect but generally it Wall fairly minor and

not significant.
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According to the rsulu of this study, the experiuamt using water jets located

bdow all the Nen pve the bst mult. To muimi%e the benefit. the water je: discharge

.haWd be varied to find the flow that nsuks in the awcimUJl1 reduction in the purging

diacha:r,e. Row c::n.aaerifticllhould alto be meuund under varying density cli££e:ren«.

Studies IIlAV alto be done to lIt!e whether the use ofwater jets ill re:uonable and practical.
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A.I

~,===·IUU\
Figutt A.I. Saline.~prolile in tunnel with riIen without CIpI at dBuent dischlrJe

Q. 11.361/min. and Ap. O.OlGa/an',

. .
Fiaure A.2. Saline "edge protUe in tunnel. with~ without Clp5 at effiuent diKhalJc

Q • 28.39 Vmin. and Ap • 0.010 sfem'.

Figure A.3. Saline wed. pro61e in tunnel with risen without apt at effluent discharge
Q • 36.34 Vmin. and. Ap • 0.010 alanJ•



A.2

Figure A.... Saline w!dge proffit in tunnel with rism without caps at effiuent discharge
Q. = 39.75 Vmin. and lip • 0.010 alan',

~LLLJ~
Figure A.5~ Saline wedge profile in tunnel with risen without caps at effluent discharge

Q - 54.51 Valln, and lip • 0.010 alanJ,

Figure A.6. Saline "edlc ptolUe in tunnel with rilen without caps at effluent dischUIC
Q ". 68.14 Vlnin. and 6.p "" 0.010 elan).



AJ

F"IIWC A.7. Salinew~c profile in tunnel with risen without caps at effluent discharge
Q =' 76.08 Vmin. and lip - 0.010 clem'.
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Sa1lnc ...... proflles '" ......... for dllI'a.nt types o( ,est
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,\I :)1 'il'-
FIIUrc B.I3. Salinewedae ptoflla Intunnd "",_~ .•ater jets loared at second. third and fourth

risen <O.u • Ou • Q,. • I.IJO IImln), llt different frelhw:lter disch.tleI,
lind A~ D 0.010 alanl
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10. 10. IQ" 10.
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